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FROM THE DESK OF MD 
 Dear Friends, 

As they say, when the going gets tough, the tough gets 

going!!! And that’s exactly we have been seeing in 

Trimurty. It has been the hard times in Real Estate Market 

and still the team Trimurty has worked hard to meet 

every challenge. Therefore, the result is that we will be 

delivering the first Phase of ARAINA- LIVE LAVISH Block – 

B in July 2016.  ARIANA is the 1st Platinum rated Green 

Home Project 

certified by IGBC, 

which is indeed a 

matter of pride. 

And I am sure that 

team will keep on delivering the best in future.  

 

I am overwhelmed to share that we have crossed more 

than 100 Sold Units in Ariana and ensure the best 

amenities and services to the customer. 

It is always nice to end on a winning note, especially 

when it’s a CENTURY!  Great going and definitely an 

Overwhelming feeling.  

 

I seek your support in building on these achievements – 

and the pun is intended!  

Together let us create homes of happiness and a better 

India.

 

Yours Faithfully, 

Anand Mishra 

 

 

 

TRIMURTY- CONCRETING RELATIONSHIPS 

  

IN THIS ISSUE….. 

20 Years of Celebration  

Starting of the Year was 

very important as 

Trimurty had completed 

20 successful Years in 

real estate market. 

 

 

Rambagh Golf 

Tournament Sponsored 

by Trimurty 

 

Holi Milan Samaroh at : 

The Kohinoor Garden

 

WE BELEIVE IN QUALITY, 

AND ENSURE TO DELIVER 

THE BEST TO THE CUSTOMER. 



 
TRIMURTY- Concreting relationships 

 

CORPORATE COMMUNIQUE 

Celebrating 100 Sold Units in ARIANA with the team- At The Wall - Street    

We believe in Unity as well as 

strategic planning. We ensure that 

the teams are well motivated and 

guided to avheive the given 

targets. Along with the the 

success celebration we also 

shared the next quarter planning. 

Success is only possible when we 

are not swayed with the 

acheivements, coming out of your 

comfort zones and working 

wholeheartedly towards the 

organisational goal should be the 

main focus. The best part of the 

organisation is that they welcome 

ideas of the team and try to 

implemet them. 

(Left to Right: Anand Mishra, Abhishek 

Mishra, Sharad Mishra) 

THE FUTURE CITY- APPROVED BY GOVT OF RAJASTHAN 
The Mega township is a combination of modernity and Quality. The Future city is approved by Government of 

Rajasthan, and in close proximity to Bagru Industrial Area, Mahindra SEZ, Bhilwara State Mega Highway- Diggi 

Malpura Road, Knowledge city south, Rohini Phase 1/2/3. An ideal opportunity for recession proof 

investement. Plots are available in the sizes of 111.11 sqyds, 200, 311.11 & 400 Sqyds. Well Planned township 

with 100,80,60,40,&30 Ft wide roads along with water and provision of electricity supply. Green parks, circles 

based on national themes and much more!!! BEST TIME TO INVEST IS NOW!!! 

 

 

(Latest Development Pictures of Future City) 

New Launch in - 2016-17 -Trimurty’s ARABELLA- Say Hello 

to Beautiful Life 
Trimurty group is happy to announce the new launch of its one of the highly luxurious premium residential 

Project Arabella in this year. The detailing of the project is done very meticulously, and all the luxuries which 

customer always dream is very well taken care off. The project consists of 3 & 4 BHK apartments. Arabella has 

been designed combining luxurious comfort with the essence of nature. Situated in well-developed location 

of Jaipur, Panipech, it is in the close proximity with shopping malls, well known schools, and colleges, 

numerous banks, collectorate and session court, railway station and main bus stand. 
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Training & Development  

Quarterly training programs were 

Conducted by Ms. Anjali Mathur, Training 

Manager 

Aspects of Competitive Marketing Strategies, 

Sales techniques, with a pinch of motivational 

examples allured the team to achieve more 

in the coming weeks. Training Programs are 

always beneficial to inject passion within the 

team, if the facts are well implemented.  

Comparative Marketing Research strategy 

had also been shared with the team to make 

them understand what other organizations 

are doing and where are we lacking in terms 

to achieve the given targets. 
 

 
Participants listen with rapt attention during the quarterly training session at Fern-Jaipur 
Session on: Competitive Marketing Strategy  

 

10 Days of Cross Training Campaign –On Trimurty’s Projects 

 

Trimurty believes in cross training and ensure that every sale representative has been trained on every 

project rather than any particular. So 10 Days training campaign was organized to make the team fully 

equipped with all important information of different projects. 
 

Our Valuable Participation 
 
 

 Rajasthan’s renowned builders contributed in 45 

days campaign wherein people who wish to buy 

their dream home in Jagatpura will be given the full-

fledged information about the projects available in 

Jagatpura and their advantages. Jaipur biggest 

developers Trimurty Builders & Colonizers, Ashadeep 

Group, Ashiana Group, Harsh Macro & Developers 

and Mahima group are the initiative launchers. We 

promote Jagatpura and it has been emerging as a 

beautiful location. Commercial complexes are also 

coming up with the faster pace. In future, the water 

will be supplied via Bisalpur Dam. Jagatpura has 

been considered as one the most promising 

location accompanied with lot of scope in future. 

People are opting Jagatpura as their dream 

destination and indeed the area will flourish 

drastically in future. 
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPOSNBILITY 
 
 

  The mesmerizing Land of Royal Rajasthan, where folk 

and culture resonates each other’s being, where 

vibrant colors blend to create the moods and royalty 

stands tall at the epicenter of this wonderful l and. 

Trimurty in support of the Jaipur Marothon ensured the 

maximum runners from the organization. Staff was 

invited with families to participate in the Marathon. 

Snacks included Juices, water bottles were given by 

the company to everybody. As a never-ending effort 

to complement the everlasting effect of Trimurty Mr 

Abhishek Mishra- Director Finance, completed the 

Marathon in shortest span of time. 

 

 

 

The grand opening of Trimurty Corporate Golf tournament 

took place at Ariana, The tournament got sponsored 

by Trimurty Group, inaugurated 

 by Mr Kailash Verma (MLA).125 Golfers from Rambagh 

Golf club who were representing 24 Teams were the 

special guests of the ceremony. Anand Mishra –MD 

Trimurty Group extended his heartfelt wishes to the 

teams and infused the winning spirits amongst 

everybody. He expressed his interest of keeping the 

environment absolutely healthy while making 

buildings, keeping maximum green and open areas, 

promoted the concept of installing bird feeders at the 

site. He also shared the significance of green buildings. 
  
                                                                                            
                                    

Trimurty ensures to keep the natural feel of the land very much alive. That’s how Ariana – Premium 

Residential project at Jagatpura has been rated 

as Pre Certified Platinum rated Green Home 

Project by IGBC. We at Trimurty promote 

maximum number of plants and bird feeders at 

site to keep the beauty intact. Keeping the 

environment safe is our ultimate goal. We also 

make sure to distribute maximum bird feeders as 

gifts to our customers and fellow members who 

are invited in company’s events to spread the 

awareness towards the bird’s and environment. 

Therefore, At Ariana 74% of the area is open so 

that the building can be environment friendly. 
 
 
 

 

 

Celebration @ Trimurty 
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A NEW RISE – “UDAI” the occasion 20th year’s completion of UKM group’s TRIMURTY. It called for 

celebration: Pt Vishwa Mohan Bhatt, an international wizard in instrumental music, Grammy Award 

Winner, himself set the tone with “alaap’ over Mohan-Veena, and mesmerized the 1000+ audience. Last 

the hall echoed with spontaneous applause .WOW!!! The event was highly appreciated by family and 

friends. 

 

 
 
CUSTOMER CONNECT 
Holi Celebration at-The Kohinoor Garden 
 
Customer is the most significant aspect of every organization and it is the responsibility that we should 
keep our customer happy. As a regular feature, Trimurty organized a beautiful get together at one of its site 
Trimurty’s Kohinoor Garden. The event included a small drawing competition, fun games with customers 
and dinner.  
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Rewards and Celebrations  
 

Mr Govind Gautam:   

Govind Gautam has won the JUAAN- The Fern Dinner Voucher on achieving his 

given targets and awarded as the Salesman of the Quarter! He is always focused 

and try to follow his daily calls on time. His reports are always intact and the best 

strategy he applies to achieve his targets is the “Self Analysis before the Boss does” 

which is the most important aspect. BRAVO!!! 

 

Rest of the sales team is very motivated by Govind Achievement!!!   
 
 

  
 

We believe in working hard and celebrating hard. Trimurty celebrating birthdays and anniversaries 

together. Employees are always considered to be very important to the organization and it believes in 

harmony and healthy environment at workplace. Management also consider this is as an opportunity to 

chit chat in a fun mode with all the employees.   

 
 

          
 
 
 

 

Follow us on:   http://www.trimurty.com/ 

Write for Newsletter Feedbacks:  anjali@trimurty.com 

Join Us on:     https://www.facebook.com/TrimurtyBuilders 

LinkedIn:     https://www.linkedin.com/company/trimurty-builders 

You Tube:     www.youtube.com/c/trimurtybuilders 

 

 Post us on :     

 601, Geeta Enclave, C-Scheme,  

Jaipur - 302001, Rajasthan, India 

 Call @ +91 950 950 0800 
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